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A brain injury/stroke survivor describes the personal journey from injury through the depths of
grief of personal loss.



Revised 20160401 Note. This book started as out as a series of manuscripts, papers and
journal notes, and you will see all three referenced throughout this book. Neither entitlement or
confrontation are intended in this manuscript, however during the development of this
manuscript, I was careful to include only survivors or those experiencing the pain and deficits of
neurological disorders, and not ask for the feedback of caregivers. This was done in order that a
thorough and honest handling of each subject could be achieved although the down side is the
manuscript is one-sided. In every section I hope that you can see our understanding of
difficulties that finding solutions will be for both of us and our willingness to work with you, as we
ask for your help. A view from the inside.Table of Contents. ContentsA view from the inside.A
personal Introduction.Humility and HumiliationWords or Wounds.Breaking the Cycle.Old Normal
vs New Normal.Looking in from the outside.Looking through our eyes.No Man is an
Island.Working Together for a Solution.Fishing for Compassion.Is there anything good?Coping
with Dependency.Our emotional dependency exacerbated by life change.Our emotional
dependency exacerbated by role reversals.Depression and the forbidden subject.Coming back
to the outside - Some Conclusions.EssaysEssay on the loss of Pride.Essay on the Loss of
DignityEssay on the Loss on Self RespectEssay on “Why are you still here”?Not what I
Intended.Wish I could Conceal what I’m feeling.Why are you by my side?Where do we go from
here?How can I be any use to you now?What do we do for our dream to survive?How do we
keep all our passions alive as we used to do?Essay on the 500 lb GorillaSo then along comes
the 500 lb gorilla.Time for your 10,000 lb elephant.Apes are Smart.ResourcesFacebook
Groups: (Just a Few of the Many) A view from the inside. I have written this to you if: You are a
survivor, or an individual with long term neurological deficits:My hope is, as you read this, or
have someone read it to you, that you will find new ways to openly express yourself and
communicate with your loved ones, caregivers and medical professionals. I hope that as you
read and identify with many of the emotions expressed in these pages, that you will be
encouraged and empowered through your own personal journey. You are someone who cares
for, or cares about a survivor or an individual with long term neurological deficits, or someone in
the medical community: In this document, I hope that you will find new and significant ways to
understand some things which have been difficult for those you care for to express, and that you
will find new ways to connect with them. Throughout this manuscript, you will notice that the
viewpoint jumps from first to third person constantly. This is because I am both writing as one
who is trying to study the subject matter, and one is experiencing these issues first-hand. When
I say “I” or “us”, I am referring to survivors, or those who are experiencing long term effects of
injury or disease. When I say “you”, I mean family, caregivers, and the medical community at
large Several good short stories have been written from a survivor’s point of view, expressing
those difficulties in managing what was once the routines of life. With humor and human interest
we, as survivors, can identify with the story teller and laugh and cry with them. Caregivers and
the medical community have also written good short stories, many ending with life lessons and
instructions on how to care for survivors. This little book attempts to present a deeper view of



the survivor, not just from the glimpse of a story, but from the challenge of a new life. This
manuscript is a personal journey for me, as much as it is a personal journal. From four years of
notes since my stroke in 2008, rapid recovery, and sudden regression in 2011, the real impetus
for writing this manuscript came about as I started talking to others with neurological problems,
discovering how much of their own journey is like my own. I have also sought to include the
thoughts and input of several others with a range of life-altering neurological illnesses such as
MS, Limes, TNA, etc., making a distinction that each of these occurred to individuals who had
highly engaged mental and social activities, and then had their lives altered because of an
accident or illness. This book does not intend to deal with mental illness, or individuals who have
had to cope with mental conditions since birth or from a very young age. This manuscript does
deal with very serious emotional issues, which I have chosen to use this manuscript to openly
and transparently discuss. I am confident that these issues are normal and widespread among
survivors and those with ongoing neurological deficits and that is why they are needed to be
discussed. I am also certain that for that any one of these emotional issues, that most readers
have either gone through it, are going through it, or will go through it again. This is why I believe
that making the connections between caregivers, family and survivors that I describe in this
document is so important. So please join me, join us, on a view from the inside.A personal
Introduction. Before 2008 I was a highly active and energetic individual. At work, I was a well-
paid IT professional. I was also an assistant pastor, and a religious counselor. With several other
families I helped build a small church in central New Jersey. I loved to write, and I loved public
speaking. As a hobby, I helped my wife who was a ballroom dance instructor. That all came to
an end, while teaching a ballroom dance class, one week before my 54th birthday, I fell to the
floor with what was later diagnosed as stroke caused by a lateral medullary infarct, or vertebral
arterial dissection. Although there were initial signs that I was improving during the first 2 years,
these improvements quickly regressed and I had to give up driving, working and much of my
independence. Although I personally have retained my intelligence, I am quite aware that I do
not have the coping ability or stamina to regain the roles of professionalism and leadership that I
used to enjoy. Because of my love of writing, in spite of the touch sensitivity pain as I type on the
computer or the vision problems of using a computer monitor, I have been determined to
complete this little book, because I believe it will be useful to many people. Humility and
Humiliation The question that seems to impact every survivor is also the prime question around
which this book has been has been conceived: Who and what are we now? This (our event,
brain injury, onset and continuous of neurological deficits), is a thoroughly humbling experience.
We have been humbled by everything we know of what it means to “be a real person”. By every
definition we can come up with, we have “lost it all”. For many of us, the most crippling thing that
we have suffered is not a physical attack to our body, but the crippling attack to our emotional
well-being. A person needs their pride to continuously find and accept new challenges, new
goals, and new risks.A person needs their sense of dignity that gives their ability to interact
normally in a variety of social and interpersonal settings. A person needs their self-respect so



that they to provide a support for others to lean on. So that others to count on them and that they
can feel needed by others. The fact is that a survivor’s intellect does remain completely intact.
Deficits, pain, medications, etc., become so disruptive, that their ability to have social and
personal clarity is hindered. This loss of clarity with full intellect, will daily wash away their pride,
dignity and self-respect like waves sweeping away a sand castle. In this manuscript, many of
the pages will be directed at things that are disrupting marriages, and therefore the changes that
I am suggesting are those that I believe could improve marriages. But although you, as our
spouse, are there for us, it is not our personal entitlement to demand that you make one-sided
changes. Elsewhere in the manuscript, pages will be directed at ideas that improve family or
friendship relationships for us, but again, I try to present a fair realization that we, as survivors,
are also trying very hard to do our best.
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abeachgirl, “must read for survival of stroke. As a stroke survivor and a caregiver this book
meant so much to me. It opened my eyes on how to better help my mother and how to
communicate my needs more effectively thank you tom”

Beverly wall, “stroke. as a fellow stroke surlivor i found this book to be an accurate rendering of
the,emotinal toll a stroke takes on those with head trauma'i highly recommend this book to all
stroke surviors and their care givers”

Bob E Ruddy, “Short and too the point essays from a survivor!. Tom,Thanks for this thoughtful
collection of essays describing the thoughts of many brain injury survivors.Bob”

Kenn A. Peterson, “Surviving...the real challenge. This is a realistic view of life after a brain injury/
stroke. The author describes many of the emotional struggles faced by a survivor. I would
recommend this book to survivors, caregivers, as well as healthcare workers.”

vicki l holmes, “Four Stars. Very interesting read. Really explains how it feels to have a brain
injury and helpful for caretakers.”

donna s., “A Great eye opening book for survivors and caregivers. My 33 year old son Tyler
received a severe TBI when he had a motorcycle accident hitting his head on a curb going 70
mph without a helmet. We both listened to your book ,which opened honest communication
about all topics discussed in your book. It really helped both of us as tylerlost everything that
made him Tyler. He lost his girlfriend of 6 years ( she couldn't connect with him after his
accident) even though she just had his baby, he lost his job,the ability to drive, his
independence, his friends, he lives with me his 58 Y/O mom. My heart seriously hurts for my
son! It seems because you look ok, people do NOT understand a severe brain injury at all! Your
book helped us so much!”

The book by Tom Schuck has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 10 people have provided feedback.
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